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• Cerebrovascular ischemic events complicating TAVR procedures often lead to severe 
disability and higher mortality

• Extracranial carotid artery disease (CD) has been associated with an increased risk of 
neurologic complications following cardiac surgery, including SAVR, the association 
between CD and cerebrovascular accidents after TAVR is unsettled

• A single-center analysis of 294 consecutive cases of TAVR identified 19% of patients had 
CD or vertebral artery disease, and a 6.8% 30-day post-TAVR rate of stroke. There was 
no association between the outcomes of stroke and mortality with CD

Introduction



Carotid stenting is often associated with 
hypotension and bradycardia, may increase 
the risk in a patient having severe aortic 
stenosis

Is it safe to perform carotid stenting

before TAVR?
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Data collected from Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) and 

American College of Cardiology (ACC) Transcatheter Valve 

Therapies (TVT) Registry

CMS, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 

Services

Patient flow diagram



Results
From October 2013 to September 2015, 29,143 patients underwent TAVR, of which 

6410 patients (22%) had CD

Unadjusted Cumulative Incidence of 30-Day and 

1-Year OutcomesObserved In-Hospital Outcomes

Patients with CD had higher observed in-hospital 

outcomes and higher cumulative incidence for 

stroke and mortality at 30 days and 1 year



• After adjustment for patient 
characteristics, these observed 
differences were no longer 
significant. 

• Among CD patients and no-CD 
patients, there was no difference in 
the risk of 30-day and 1-year 
stroke or mortality

Outcomes of TAVR with CD vs. no CD



TAVR with vs. without prior Carotid Revascularization 

in severe CD



The major findings of the study

• One fifth of TAVR patients have CD

• There was no association between CD and the 30-day and 1-year risk of 
stroke or mortality

• Despite technological improvements, post-TAVR stroke is still a major 
complication

• The results suggest CD does not influence this risk of stroke



• Jan. 2022~ April 2023, TAVR with Sentinel cerebral protection 
system: 100 patients

• Internal carotid artery stenosis > 50%, 7 patients (7%)

• Carotid stenting before TAVR: 2 patients (2%)

• In-hospital stroke:１ (1%)

Embolic Protection during TAVR from 
Cheng Hsin General Hospital



A 72 y/o lady on HD, Critical AS (AVA 0.4 cm2), Admitted with HF

LVEF 30%. Pre-TAVR CAG

Case Sharing



VA ECMO 

2.0 mm balloon dilatation



IVL balloon 3.5 x 12 mm 80 pulses



3.5 NC balloon dilatation 2 long stents



Final angiographic results and IVUS

ECMO was removed immediately after the PCI



Hospital Course

• The patient developed VT at the night of PCI before HD, hyperkalemia was 
noted with serum K+ 6.6 

• The patient received CPR and re-inserted ECMO, the CAG showed no 
acute stent thrombosis

• The ECMO was maintained for 2 days till TAVR  



CT Scan









Carotid arteriography Filter wire to Rt ICA Deployed the Filter wire 



E sheath from common carotid artery Sapien 3 23 mm Post S3 implantation



Perforation of ECMO access site Balloon inflation to 

Temporarily control

the bleeding

Viabahn stent graft

implantation
After Viabahn



TAVR with Carotid Stenosis: Embolic Protection? Carotid Stenting 
before TAVR? 

Conclusion 1

• Carotid artery disease in TAVR does not require a carotid 
stenting before TAVR

• Screening carotid ultrasounds are commonly ordered before 
cardiovascular surgeries; this practice is not always necessary 
for TAVR patients



Debris captured by Sentinel



Embolic protection should be considered 
during TAVR procedure

TAVR with Carotid Stenosis: Embolic Protection? Carotid Stenting 
before TAVR? 

Conclusion 2


